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On this auspicious occasion of the
71st Anniversary  of  Independence  of
our great  nation, I extend my heartiest
greetings to the people of Sikkim  and
to my fellow countrymen. It is also a
solemn occasion when we pay tributes
to the brave and gallant freedom
fighters, whose  ultimate sacrifice
secured us the freedom from the foreign
rule.

The country, over the decades has
since traversed a long way and has
developed into one of the biggest
economy today. The democratic values
which have been enshrined in the
Constitution have been carefully
nurtured, upheld and followed with good
socio-economic outcomes. India today
is an emerging economic super power.

 Dear citizens,
Sikkim joined the Indian

mainstream in 1975 as the 22nd State of
the Union and has since done
exceedingly well in all sectors. We have
come to be recognised as an exemplary
State and a model for others to emulate.

However, this momentum of
progress have to be sustained and the
pace of development need to be  further
accelerated. I appeal to the people to
participate in the State’s  journey
towards development and prosperity by
working hand in hand with the
Government.

Peace, tranquillity, harmony and
the warmth of the people is  Sikkim’s
USP and an example for other Indians.
The rule of law is a dominant principle
of governance and a tool to ensure
economic prosperity and social justice.

My government has ensured full security
and equitable opportunity to the
marginalized people and economically
backward classes helping them enjoy
with pride, the fruit of development and
prosperity like their brethren.

Since inception, my government
has been a pro-people and development
oriented. We have since been steadfast
in pursuing our goals of comprehensive
development, quality delivery of services
promoting peace and harmony among
the Sikkimese society all along. Today,
we have a Government that delivers on
its promises establishing an enviable
track record of development. Today the
entire nation looks towards Sikkim as a
model State for its most innovative and
new programmes  across sectors.

This is the result of positive
thinking, prudent action and honest
purpose of my government. Sikkim has
succeeded in emerging as a progressive
State in the country and has set  the
benchmark for numerous development
programs undertaken across various
sectors over the decades. Organic
farming,  achieving ODF status,
environmental conservation measures,
clean energy, tourism, education and
health  are some sectors where Sikkim
has emerged as a front runner. Ours is
the first State in the country to constitute
Climate Change Commission in January
2008.

We are also the first State to
promote the concept of Capacity
Building in the country. With an aim of
comprehensive development backed by
world class infrastructure and a well
defined mission statement in place,
Sikkim is poised to take a quantum leap
towards its goal of becoming a fully
developed State.

My Government’s policy of
sustainable development through
environmental conservation have borne
rich dividends. The forest cover  has
increased to 47.80%. The recent
inscription of the Khangchendzonga
National Park as India’s first World
Heritage Site under the Mixed Category
by UNESCO  is a proud moment for not
only Sikkim but for the entire Country.

Sikkim was declared as the first
Organic State in January 2016. A lot of
activities and events have taken place
since then. As the second phase of
Organic Sikkim Mission, we are

Today the entire nation looks
towards Sikkim as a model State
for its most innovative and new
programmes  across sectors.

- Governor
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Respected fellow Sikkimese
On the auspicious occasion of the

72nd Independence Day of our great
Nation, I extend my good wishes and
felicitation to my beloved people of Sikkim
and to my countrymen. Similarly, I extend
my greetings to all the dignitaries present
here including the members of the Armed
forces, the Army, the BRO, the NCC and
students.

Today, we remember and pay
tributes to the work and sacrifices made
by our forefathers in achieving freedom
from the clutches of the colonial rule. We
have continued to derive inspiration from
Mahatma Gandhi and Nehru and other
great leaders of the past. Today, let us
pledge to work and protect the
Independence won through the great
sacrifices made by the martyrs. Let us
today pledge to work hand in hand and
to contribute our mite to the process of
nation building.

Respected fellow Sikkimese
Before I proceed, I refer to the sad

demise of former Member of Rajya Sabha
and Ambassador of India to Mangolia, late
Karma Topden who passed away on
August 4, 2018 after prolonged illness. I
also mourn the untimely passing away
of Members of the Sikkim Legislative
Assembly, late Shri Laxuman Lepcha
and Gopal Lamichaney, who left us for
the heavenly abode on May 8, 2018 and
June 12, 2018 respectively I pay rich
tribute to the departed souls and pray to
the Almighty to grant strength and
fortitude to the bereaved family members
to bear this irreparable loss. We will
forever remember them for their selfless
service to the State. May their souls rest
in eternal peace.

As you are aware, over the
decades the country has passed through
many turbulent times and challenges. It
is heartening to note that the Country has
overcome the challenges through
competent decision, farsightedness and
matured vision.

Since Independence, the Country
has marched on a steady path of socio-
economic development. The country has
made great leaps in Science &
Technology, Agriculture, Rural
Development and Empowerment and the
IT Sector. The advancement made in the
IT Sector is attracting a large number of
multinationals into the country. The FDI
into the country is still encouraging and
the market economy is buoyant.

Over the decades, the State of
Sikkim has made substantial progress.
We have devised the development
strategy of the State in a planned manner
based on ground realities and on its
natural strengths and opportunities. The
last 24 years of governance has been
most rewarding. Sikkim today is one of
the most progressive and vibrant States
in the country. We have over the years
set up many policy initiatives and have
introduced and implemented many
innovative programmes that have brought
about visible transformation in a holistic
manner in the field of socio-economic
development of the people of Sikkim.

The State endeavours to move
ahead in development with total focus on
its mission to serve the State and its
people. We have witnessed phenomenal
changes in various fields of development
and today Sikkim is the best State in
the country with multiple increases in
many of the socio-economic indicators
bringing in robust economic vibrancy and
socio-cultural sustainability in the State.
The Per Capita Income of  ` 9,300 in
1993-94 has gone up to `3,40,730/- in
2017-18. The Internal Revenue generation
of ` 42.72 crores in 1993-94 has
increased to `1048.97 crores in 2017.
The Gross State Domestic Product of
`400 crores in 1993-94 has gone upto
`22,000 crores today. The BPL figure of
41.43 % in 1993-94 has come down to
8.19 % as per 2011-12 Planning
Commission report. The literacy rate of
56.72 % in 1993-94 has increased to

Sikkim is the best State in the country
with multiple increases in many of the
socio-economic indicators bringing in
robust economic vibrancy and socio-
cultural sustainability in the State.

- Chief Minister
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focusing on increasing yield,
sale outside the State and use
of technology for  promoting
production of premium value
added products.  In addition,
efforts are being made for
aggressive branding and
marketing of “Organic Sikkim”
brand through GI tagging,
appointing Brand Ambassadors
and linking with Homestays and
Wellness Tourism. Further, we
are  forging distribution tie-ups
with institutional buyers, other
countries and e-commerce
players.

My Government has also
imposed a ban on sale of
inorganic vegetables from
outside the State. Apart from its
initial hiccoughs, it has been a
success. Sufficient organic
vegetables are available in the
markets today. The ban has
also been instrumental in
encouraging the local  farmers
to grow more organic
vegetables for domestic
consumption.

The State has made
substantial progress in
formulating health care
measures over the decades.
Schemes like the Chief
Minister’s Comprehensive
Annual and Total Checkups for
Healthy Sikkim (CATCH) aims
to provide comprehensive
health care on an annual and
periodical basis. Under Mukhya
Mantri Jeewan Raksha Kosh,
all Sikkimese people are
entit led to cash/cashless
treatment benefits of up to
`2.00 lakhs. Further,
government servants are
availing reimbursement facility
for medical treatment  up to
`5.00 lakhs.

On 30th July, 2018 my
Government launched the
Human Papilloma Virus (HPV)
Vaccination campaign to
vaccinate girls aged 9 – 14
years against Cervical Cancer.
With this, Sikkim  became the
first State in the country to
officially launch this vaccine in
all districts. This programme
has been init iated in
collaboration with the UNICEF
and the WHO.

Dear citizens,
This year my Government

has initiated the Chief Minister’s
Start Up Scheme (CMSS)
which is a credit l inked
promoter’s contribution financial
assistance scheme. It   aims
to provide for front ended
promoters financial contribution
assistance component of 25%
for the bank approved projects.
The scheme provides for  a total
investment of up to `20.00
lakhs in any sector including
agriculture, horticulture, food
processing, animal husbandry,
handloom & handicraft. etc.

These trades have to be
promoted by any local
unemployed youth or school
dropout in the age group of 18
to 40 years. In case of some
conditional non-manufacturing
sector projects, the admissible
financial assistance under
CMSS shall be 35%. So far, the
Government has received 1,484
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applications   which have
already been recommended to
the banks. The banks have
sanctioned 232 proposals so
far.

Women empowerment
has remained the top priority of
my Government. Rights and
dignity have been guaranteed
to all Sikkimese women with
the implementation of many
women friendly   policies. 30%
reservation for women in State
Government jobs and  50%
reservation in the Panchayat
and urban local bodies have
been granted. Under the
Unmarried Women Pension
Scheme since July 2017, a
monthly pension of ̀  2,000/- is
being provided to BPL
unmarried women who have
attained the age of 45 years.

Positive intervention and
initiatives have been taken
aimed at the welfare the weaker
section with focus on the
marginalised section such as
differently–abled persons, old
aged persons, SCs and STs,
children and women.  The
Widow Remarriage Scheme,
the State Resource Centre for
Women and establishment of
Family Counselling Centre are
some measures taken by my
government  for the
empowerment and betterment
of women.

Dear citizens,
Peace, security and

political stability has been
ensured by my Government. In
addition, the Government has
undertaken innumerable
pioneering init iatives l ike
devolution and decentralisation
of power to PRIs, various
cleanliness initiatives under

Swaach Bharat Abhiyan etc.
The annual tree plantation
programme all over the State,
ban on felling of trees, ban on
use of plastics, ban on use of
fire crackers and stubble
burning have substantially
improved the qualitative index
of  environment of the State.

My government’s policies
have  not only been  people
friendly,  but also eventful and
memorable considering their
outcomes. As a result, Sikkim
has been able to leave an
indelible imprint on the
contemporary national and
international socio-political
canvas. My government’s  hard
work and people friendly policy
init iatives  have brought
international recognition and
accolades for our small and
beautiful Himalayan State.

On this joyous occasion,
I congratulate the Police
Gallantry  Award winners, the
sportspersons and other
achievers  who have brought
laurels and done the State
proud. I call upon you all to
remain united, dedicated and
committed to your duties
thereby contributing your share
to the development of the State.

I once again greet the
children, the NCC, the police
personnel and the para-military
jawans who are actively taking
part in celebration today. I want
you to give your 100% in
whatever you do and help
realise the vision of my
government to transform
Sikkim into a  better and more
prosperous State.

***JAI HIND***

additional  increments to Staff
Nurses with higher professional
qualifications

5. Introduction of Heavy
Vehicle Allowance of `1000 /-
per month to SNT Drivers

6. Enhancement of Death-
cum-Retirement Gratuity
(DCRG) from ̀ 10 Lakhs to ̀ 20
lakhs.

7. Enhancement of
Medical Relief to pensioners
from `1000/- to `2000/- per
month as against the revised `
1000 at the Centre

8. Risk allowance to fire
services personnel up to the rank
of sub-inspectors and linesman
under Energy and Power
Department has been
introduced at the rate of ̀  500 /
- per month. For other specified
categories, the  increase has
been over 300 % from `100  to
`800

9. Band Allowance to the
Police Band at the enhanced
rate of `300 per month
introduced

10.Minimum pension and
family pension revised from
`3700/- to `9000 /- .

It may be mentioned here
that in the interest of the
government employees, the
State Government secured
income tax exemption from
Central Direct Tax Laws in the
year 2008. In the same year, the
Sikkimese people including the
government employees were
also exempted from paying
income tax under the existing
Sikkim Income Tax which was
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there in the State since the
erstwhile Chogyal’s regime.
Today, not only in India but in
the whole world, the Sikkimese
people are the only citizens who
do not pay any income tax. The
government employees, the
advantaged and the affluent
class of Sikkimese have
benefited the most due to this
tax exemption secured by the
SDF Government.

At this juncture, it is
appropriate that we reflect upon
and record some of the past
achievements of the State and
the numerous recognitions
conferred on the State both at
the national and at the global
stage.

Organic Farming
We all know that Sikkim

is the first fully organic state of
not only the Country but in the
whole world. This is the global
achievement made possible by
the SDF Government which is
exemplary serving as the model
of sustainable agriculture in the
world. The community and the
policy makers from within and
outside the Country are
appreciating model of Sikkim’s
organic movement.

The State Government has
recently introduced Kisan
Pension Scheme. Farmers who
are actively engaged in organic
farming upon reaching the age
of 50 years will be provided a
monthly pension of ̀ 1000/- per
month. Our State is the first
State in the world to come up
with such an innovative scheme.

Education Sector
Education is the priority

sector of the SDF Government.
Against only one College and
few Senior Secondary and High
Schools before 1994, today we
have seven Universities, 26
Colleges and Senior Secondary
Schools in every village within
walking distance. Education is
free upto the College level which
is the first such case in the
whole country. Twenty percent
of the State’s annual budget is
earmarked for the Education
sector. This initiative has paid
dividends and the literacy rate
has increased to an impressive
96.72% which is the highest in
the Country today.

State University is being
established in the State with a
view to provide easy access and
opportunity to higher education
to our Sikkimese students. All
required infrastructure in the
education sector have been
fulfilled. Now the focus will be
on qualitative education.

Chief Minister’s Merit
Scholarship

The Chief Minister’s Merit
Scholarship Scheme was
launched in 2010.  As on date,
818 students have been
sponsored and are studying in
reputed public schools within
and outside State. Out of 818
students, 171 students are
studying in reputed private
schools outside the State. The
first batch of such students shall
be completing higher secondary
education this year. In order to
encourage the students towards
higher education, this scheme
has been made available till
college level for the meritorious
students.

The Chief Minister’s Free
Scholarship Scheme introduced
in 2011 provides for free
scholarship to meritorious and
needy students. This
scholarship is granted to a
candidate who secures
admission to any of the top 20
Universities in the world.

The State Government has
always kept the welfare of the
youth in mind and sufficient
efforts have been made for
building their capacities through
different means and strategies.
The State Government launched
the Chief Minister’s Self-
Employment Scheme investing,
so far, over ̀ 100 crores among
the Sikkimese youths. Apart
from State Institute of Capacity
Building, Livelihood Schools and
Vocational Institutes like CCCT,
Chisopani and ATTC, Bardang,
we have established a
Vocational College at Dentam in
West Sikkim last year providing
free courses in IT, Tourism and
Retail to our Sikkimese
students.

The State Government has
launched the Chief Minister’s
Start Up Scheme which is a
credit linked promoter’s
contribution financial assistance
scheme that aims to provide for
front ended promoters financial
contribution assistance
component of 25% for the bank
approved projects entailing total
investment of up to `  20.00
lakhs in any sector including
agriculture, horticulture, food
processing, animal husbandry,
handloom & handicraft, etc, in
the State promoted by any local
unemployed youth or school
dropout in the age group of 18
to 45 years. In case of some
conditional non-manufacturing
sector projects, the admissible
financial assistance under
CMSS shall be 35%.

The Chief Minister’s Start
Up Scheme is quite distinct and
more unemployed youth friendly
vis-a-vis rest of the ongoing
credit linked finical subsidy
schemes for three reasons;

· The CMSS provides for
“front ended financial assistance
“which could also be treated by
the project lending financial
institutions and Banks as
Promoter’s Contribution or
margin money against the
sanctioned project cost.

· The CMSS financial
assistance could be dovetailed
with any other ongoing Central
Credit Linked Subsidy Scheme.

· There is no distinction
in the admissible project cost
between manufacturing sector
or service sector as any of the
financially viable /bankable
venture whether in
manufacturing or service sector
entailing total project cost up to
`20.00 lakhs is admissible
under this Scheme.

For the Start Up Schemes,
the State Government has
received 1,994 applications, out
of which 1,484 has been sent to
the Banks. The total applications
sanctioned by the Bank is 232
as on date.

The State Government is
looking forward for providing best
possible professional and

96.72 % at present which is the
highest percentage in the
Country.

Respected fellow citizens
On this occasion, I have

the great pleasure to mention
that the State Government has
accepted the recommendations
of the Pay Committee and
decided to implement them in
the State.

Besides overall revision of
the pay and allowances of the
state employees on the pattern
as prescribed and followed by
the Central Government, there
has been range of additional
benefits and extra allowances
introduced for the overall welfare
of the serving as well as retired
government employees. Some
of them are:

1. Transport Allowance at
the rate of `500 to `1000 per
month introduced for the benefit
of sub-ordinate services and
lower level state services officer
for the first time.

2. For the first time in
Sikkim, Leave Travel
Concession (LTC) has been
introduced in the state once in
a block of four years.

3. Protective base line of
minimum ̀ 3500/- of House Rent
Allowance (HRA) introduced for
lowest level employees as
against `1800/- under the
Central Government

4. Incentive of 1 to 2
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financial handholding to the
unemployed Sikkimese youth
who are desirous of setting up
of start-up ventures in organic
agriculture and other
remunerative areas having vast
potential with special reference
to tourism, animal husbandry,
horticulture and IT in Sikkim.

Health Sector
Under the Health sector,

our Government has made
substantial progress in
formulating and implementing
health care measures. The
critical indicators such as IMR,
MMR, disease prevalence,
morbidity as well as mortality
rates have shown consistent
decline. These achievements
are the cumulative results of
improved coverage and
efficiency of public health
delivery system together with
several interlinked interventions
and changes brought about by
our Government.

The ambitious project of
construction of the 1000 bedded
multi-specialty Hospital started
in 2010 is almost complete. We
expect to operationalise the
hospital shortly, once the
equipments and furnishings are
in place. The State
Government’s dream of providing
the best of best medical care at
multi-speciality and tertiary care
level to the poorest of poor at
our doorstep would become a
reality.

On 30th July, 2018 State
Government has launched the
Human Papilloma Virus (HPV)
Vaccination campaign to
vaccinate girls aged 9 – 14
years against cervical cancer.
The State of Sikkim therefore
became the first State in the
country to launch  HPV
Vaccinnation in the entire state
in campaign mode.

It gives me immense
pleasure to announce that
Sikkim Government has
decided to set up its own
Government Medical College at
Sokeythang near 1000 bedded
Multi Speciality Hospital. The
Government has also taken
decision to provide free medical
education to the Sikkimese
students from new session
starting July 2019 with  intake
of 100 students per year. This
medical college will also have 15
Post Graduate seat. Health
Department has already applied
to the Medical Council of India
through Ministry of Health and
Family Welfare, Government of
India to start session from July
2019.

The government is starting
a Pharmacy College at Sajong
from this academic year 2018-
19. Teaching faculties are
recruited on adhoc basis and a
teaching cadre is formed for the
pharmacy college. Approval of
the AICTE and Indian Pharmacy
Council has been obtained.
Total approved intake is 60
students per year and
admission is completed and the
classes started from August
2018. I am very happy to
announce that all courses being
offered at the Pharmacy College
shall be taught free of cost for

Sikkim is...

all the Sikkimese students.
The Nursing School at

STNM Hospital is being shifted
to the new hospital and is being
upgraded to a B.Sc Nursing
College. Total intake is 40
students per year and I am
happy to announce that B.Sc
Nursing education is also free
of cost. The B.Sc Nursing
course started from 1st of August
‘2018. Besides that two ANM
school are being constructed at
Chuwatar, Singtam and
Kyongsa, Gyalshing.
Subsequently these ANM
schools will be upgraded to
GNM School.

For teaching of traditional
Tibetan medicines a Sowa
Rigpa (Amji college) is also
started in Gangtok in the
premises of Namgyal Institute of
Tibetology with student intake of
10 per year. Government is also
constructing college building at
a cost of `9.00 crores at
Namgyal Institute of Tibetology
at Deorali. Since Ayush has
gained in importance all over the
country, a 50 bedded Ayurveda
Hospital is now constructed at
Kyongsa in west Sikkim at a
cost of `10 crores.

Tuberculosis is a major
Public Health Problem for the
state. Currently a total of 1,241
persons are under treatment
and more are to be detected.
There is an increasing trend of
drug resistant tuberculosis in
the recent past. To contain the
problem, State Government is
committed to eliminate
tuberculosis by reducing the
incidence of new cases and
increasing the notification rate
of this disease.

I take this opportunity to
announce that Government of
Sikkim has decided to eliminate
Tuberculosis by the year 2022
over the period of five years,
much ahead, of the National
target of year 2025 and
Substantial Development Goal of
year 2030. Financial Assistance
of  ̀   3000/- per month has been
announced to be given to person
suffering from MDR under State
TB programme for Elimination of
Tuberculosis by 2022. Also
there is provision for `1000 as
an incentive to any person who
would identify the MDR patient.
To take this commitment ahead,
State Government has prepared
a comprehensive strategy to
involve all the stakeholders,
public representatives,
panchayats, Government
Officers, officials of Non-
Governmental Organizations for
their active participation, along
with the technical support of
national and international
professional bodies like WHO,
UNICEF etc. who are involved in
this field.

Today, another challenge
confronting Sikkim is that our
Total Fertility Rate (TFR) is only
1.2 and we need to maintain at
the level of 2 for reaping good
demographic dividends. Hence,
it is important to maintain TFR
at 2.0 which is considered to be
the replacement level.  The
Government has already
introduced Proud Mother
Scheme to improve the TFR
since 1st April 2017. Now the
women employees shall be

entitled to 6 months of Maternity
Leave.

The “Proud Mother”
Scheme, has been specially
designed after merging two
previously existing initiatives;

i)  Mukhya Mantri Sishu
Suraksha Yojana Avam Sutkeri
Sahayog Yojana,

ii)  Proud Mother Scheme
The scheme seeks to

ensure that every pregnant
woman (during birth of her first
child receive incentives @
`7000/- and `  10,000 for
second child and monetary
assistance of  ` 500 upto the
age of 6 years.

In the long term, besides
the health of mother and new
born babies, the scheme seeks
to improve the Total Fertility
Rate as well as Child Sex Ratio
and the overall health status of
all women and children in the
state. I am very happy to share
that the scheme will be further
strengthened in the coming year
and a financial provision of `
2.25 crore is kept in the budget
of 2018-19.

The State Government has
also recently notified the Sikkim
State Illness Assistance Fund
(Amendment) Rules to provide
for one-time lumpsum amount of
` 25,000/- only towards the cost
of travel, food and lodging to
patients who belong to BPL
category and referred by the
state Medical Board to any
hospital beyond Siliguri and `
15,000/- to Siliguri towards the
cost of travel, food and lodging.

Forest and Environment
Owing to our environment-

friendly policies, Sikkim’s forest
cover has increased by 4
percent and also consolidation
of floral and faunal resources.
While in other parts of the world,
the forest resources are
depleting, Sikkim presents a
rare example in its conservation
model.

With flora and fauna
contained within almost 82 per
cent of the geographical area of
the State and eight wildlife
protective areas, Sikkim
provides leadership in
conservation of natural
resources to the Country.

On 26th July, 2018 yet
another historical proud moment
for the governance and people
of Sikkim came in the form of
an international recognition to
our conservation policies. With
immense pleasure and pride I
would like to share that our
‘Khangchendzonga Biosphere
Reserve’ has been  included in
the World Network of Biosphere
Reserve by the UNESCO
(United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural
Organization, a specialized
agency of the United Nations
based in Paris), the biggest
world body. Although, it took us
one decade of dedicated efforts,
but now, our Biosphere Reserve
is one of the few Biosphere
Reserves in the world having
distinction of receiving two
biggest honours to the same
property.

Road Sector
In absence of the rail and

air connectivity to the State, we
are largely dependent on the
road network for mobility of men

and materials and
transportation. Therefore, the
road networks are vital for the
economic growth of Sikkim.

The State Government has
laid great thrust on the
improvement of the road network
in the State. We are also taking
up new road constructions
wherever necessary.

Due to the adverse weather
conditions over the years, most
of the roads in the State are in a
poor condition. Therefore, State
Government has given top
priority to making roads of better
quality by removing the potholes
and other obstacles. At the
same time, drainage along the
roads will also be improved so
that the runoff is well
channelized. We are
undertaking improvement of
pavements and strengthening of
the roads in two phases.

While we have continued
to fund construction and
maintenance of roads in the
State from our own sources of
fund our Government has under
NABARD – NIDA funding
proposed to upgrade 147.63 km
of roads at a cost of ` 175.71
crores. Similarly under
NABARD – RIDF funding we
have proposed upgradation of
48.81 km at a total cost of `
50.42 crores. Under HUDCO
funding Phase – I 235.44 km is
proposed to be upgraded at a
cost of ` 241.98 crores and
under HUDCO Phase – II 164.29
km of roads is proposed for
upgradation at a total cost of `
167.36 crores. Under the Asian
Development Bank a total of 200
km of road upgradation  is under
consideration costing 75 million
dollars.

In the recently concluded
32-day Jan Sampark Abhiyaan,
the State Government has
sanctioned new road cutting of
over 1100 km at a cost of over ̀
550 crores.

As you can see maximum
focus has been laid for the
betterment of the road condition
in Sikkim. In the absence of
other mode of transport, the
State is solely dependent on
road network. Though there are
many obstacles and challenges,
our Government has left no stone
unturned in keeping our road
network open even in the peak
monsoon season to ensure safe
passage for the public.

Rural Management &
Development

The State Government
accords special emphasis to
the quality of life of the rural
citizens. The developmental
strategies such as creation of
quality rural infrastructure,
provision of basic minimum
services such as water supply
and sanitation, rural connectivity,
foot bridges and other amenities
are designed keeping people’s
welfare in mind. Over the last
two decades, exemplary
leadership, good governance
and innovative policies have led
to effective implementation of
schemes and projects. Some of
the schemes related to
sanitation and housing have
been transformed into mission
mode by adopting a saturation
approach.

The State Government is

dedicated to the welfare of the
poor and Housing for all is the
top priority. Under the Chief
Minister’s Rural Housing
Mission the State Government
provides housing facilities to
those who reside in Kutcha
Houses. As per data available
1502 houses are under
construction and are at different
stages of completion. The
remaining 1500 houses is to be
taken up on a war footing from
September i.e. at the end of the
monsoon. In the first phase, all
the parental and ancestral
houses shall be constructed
and made into pucca houses
within this financial year. On
completion, we will make and
declare Sikkim as the first
kutcha house free state of the
Country by 2020.

Rural connectivity has
seen a boost in the year 2016-
17 and 2017-18. By 2019 all
eligible habitations as per the
2001 Census will be connected
by PMGSY roads.  Rapid
progress is seen in road
construction in the State. Out of
1871.30 kms of new cutting or
Stage I Rural Connectivity
Roads, 1482 kms have been
completed till date.

To make Sikkim the first
Poverty Free State in the
country is the primary focus of
the State Government. The
Sikkim Rural Livelihood Mission
plays a vital role in achieving this
in all blocks of East and North
Districts. A total of 1481 Self
Help Groups are formed and are
functional with the membership
of over 14977 households. Each
SHG under National Rural
Livelihood Mission receives a
grant of Start-up fund and
Revolving funds of ̀  2000 and ̀
15000 for preparation of Micro
Credit plan for livelihood activity.

Rural Water Supply is one
of the priority sectors of our
Government.  Due to sustained
efforts, 750 rural habitations
covering 32% of the rural
population in the State are
accessing drinking water supply
at 40 lpcd (litres per capita per
day) or more.  233 new Rural
Water Supply Augmentation
Schemes and 57 RWSS repair
works have been sanctioned by
our Government in 2017-18.

State Government has
banned cow slaughter in the
State. On passing the Sikkim
Prevention of Cow Slaughter Bill,
2017 our Government is
establishing Gaushalas at
Mamring in East Sikkim, and
Dodak in West Sikkim.
Gaushalas are protective
shelters for cows and
sustainable alternative is
envisioned by state Government
for taking care of unproductive
cows in Gaushalas. The
Gaushalas will have cowsheds,
mortuary, fodder store, veterinary
complex and space for fodder
plantation and grazing yard.

Mitigation of hardship and
problem of inaccessibility of the
rural people has been
addressed to a great extent by
providing connectivity by way of
a foot tracks or foot bridges.
Rural foot bridges have been
constructed for connectivity over
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streams and rivers in the rural
areas where road network is yet
to reach. Depending on the
span to be covered, different
types of bridges are provided
such as steel foot bridges,
reinforced concrete foot bridges
and suspension foot bridges.
The construction of 145 new rural
foot bridges has been
sanctioned in 2017-18 which will
be completed by end of this
year.

One of the remarkable
achievements of the State
Government is the degree of
devolution of powers in rural
areas through Panchayats.
Participatory democracy is
practiced in Gram Sabhas to
finalize schemes and implement
them at the grassroots level.
Need based Capacity Building
Trainings for elected
representatives and field level
officials are conducted regularly.
To strengthen the administration
of Gram Panchayat, 9 (nine)
additional Gram Panchayat
Units and (3) three Zilla Territorial
Constituencies have been
created. Prior to 1994, there was
no any honorarium for the
panchayats at different levels.
After the formation of SDF
Government, the State
Government has introduced
honorarium for the panchayats.
Discretionary grants have also
been earmarked at the disposal
of the Panchayats and Sikkim
is the only State in the Country
to provide such incentives to
panchayats.

With the establishment of
new Block Administrative Centre
at Mangalbarey in West
Sikkim, our  Government now
has 32 Block Administrative
Centres (BAC). Alongside 32
BACs, 08 ADC (Development)
Offices function in conjunction
with BAC to strengthen the
governance of Panchayat and
public delivery system. Most of
the rural projects are
implemented by Panchayats
ensuring active participation of
the rural masses in the
developmental process.

The consistent efforts
made by our government have
yielded significant results and
have brought unprecedented
opportunities for the people of
Sikkim.

Sikkim became the first
and only Nirmal Rajya State in
the country by achieving 100%
sanitation coverage in 2008 and
1st State to achieve Open
Defecation Free status in the
beginning of 2016.  A lot of
emphasis is being laid on the
general cleanliness of the State
as a whole. Our focus has now
shifted towards sustainability of
the ODF status and
strengthening the Solid Liquid
Resource Management in the
State. The Resource Recovery
Centres at Melli Dara and
Namthang are already in
operation.

The State Government has
given utmost priority to rural
employment. It has received
many awards and recognition at
the National level from
Government of India and other

agencies. So far seven awards
have been conferred on the
State under MGNREGA and
Panchayati Raj in the year
2017-18.

The State Government’s
objective is to ensure that
Sikkim moves forward in terms
of growth, employment,
development and prosperity. All
efforts will be made to dedicate
our resources towards the
fulfilment of the commitments
made. The development
strategy and the policies to be
adopted by our Government will
be so determined that the
aspirations of the people are fully
addressed.

Keeping every sector of
development in mind, whether
social, economic or
infrastructure related, we are
already in the process of rolling
out distinct road maps that will
facilitate the implementation of
developmental activities with a
strong vision. As in the past, we
will subscribe to a natural
resource based approach in our
development strategy, duly
underlining the need for
environmental protection and
sustainability.

In order to promote unity
in diversity and to give the
people of the State a sense of
ownership and belonging, our
Government has embarked on
many ambitious projects
throughout the State. Some
major infrastructures that are
being developed and which are
on the ground today are as
below:

Gyan Mandir
The State Government, as

part of long term investment,
has decided to establish a world-
class Library, the Gyan Mandir
in Gangtok at the estimated
cost of ̀  200 crore, spread over
2.36 acres of land. As a world
class knowledge centre, this
centre will meet wide-ranging
objectives including: promoting
international and intercultural
understanding; expand the
volume and variety of cultural
content on the Internet; provide
resources for educators, and
general audiences and build
capacity in partner institutions
to narrow the digital divide within
and between different
stakeholders. State Government
has allocated `27.00 crore for
this mega project so far, and the
work is in full swing.

Folk Healing Center
A unique centre originally

proposed as a folk healing centre
would be upscaled to develop it
into a Folk History Centre of
Sikkim showcasing the
complete folk history and
tradition of Sikkim. The Centre
would preserve and showcase
the rich folk history and tradition
of Sikkim with emphasis on folk
music, folk literature, traditional
food, and folk healing system.
The Centre would be a heritage
showcasing the lifestyles,
practices and identity of all
sections of the Sikkimese
society providing a
comprehensive idea of the
evolution of folk history of
Sikkim. Funds to the tune of `
7.00 crore has been allocated
for this purpose.

Statue of Lord

Parshuram
The 54 feet high bronze

metal statue of Lord Parshuram
will be casted in lost wax
process and placed over 15-16
feet high pedestal as a centre
of pilgrimage at Tumin Barang.
The bhoomi pujan was held
recently and installation work of
this statue has begun.

Statue of Nisani Kali
Devi

The State Government has
undertaken to construct 54 feet
high statue of Nisani Kali Devi
at Budang Gadi, Central
Pandam in East Sikkim.

Asta-Chiranjivi Dham
Another project of religious

significance is being undertaken
at Nagi Namthang which will be
completed for the cause of
propagation of dharma. The
work on this dham has also
started. Sufficient provision has
been made for these two
infrastructure.

An Ethnic Cultural
Centre

An ethnic cultural centre
is being developed at Buriakhop,
West Sikkim showcasing the
socio-cultural diversity of the
people of Sikkim. The work on
this project is under way.

Statues of three holy
lamas

Installation work of
statues of three holy Lamas
namely Lhatsun Chenpo,
Karthok Chenpo and Ngadak
Chenpo is being undertaken at
Yuksam.

Statues of Unity
Installation work of

representative life-sized statues
of three ethnic communities of
Bhutia, Lepcha and Nepali at
Rinchenpong, West Sikkim is
being undertaken.

Magarjung Centre
A historically significant

site at Magarjung is being
developed as a cultural centre
for the Magar community of
Sikkim. Specific to the Magar
community, this centre would be
developed as a repository of their
culture, tradition and life style
and showcase their history of
how the Magar community has
been one of the indigenous tribes
of the Sikkim State since time
immemorial. The work on this
project is in progress.

Gaushala at Rhenock
and Buriakhop:

Two Gaushalayas one
each at Mamring, Pakyong and
at Dodak, Buriakhop are being
built as the protective shelters
for cows. The focus of the
Gaushalas will be for protection
and treatment of decapitated/
weak cows. Cows have religious
significance and consequent
cultural sensitivity attached
towards their welfare. State
Government has allocated `
6.00 crore for construction of two
Gaushalas which are being
constructed by the RMDD.

Lepcha Primitive Study
Centre

A Centre to showcase
culture, tradition and life style of
the primitive Lepcha community
is being developed in Lingtem
Upper Dzongu, North Sikkim.
This area will also house the
statue of Puno Munsolong, a
Lepcha deity from its folk lore.
This work has been put to

tendering process and
construction is to commence
soon.

Community Study
Centres

Study Centres for the
communities of Tamang,
Sherpa, Rai, Gurung, Bhujel,
Kami, Damai, Sarki would be
established in the State. As one
of the indigenous communities
of Sikkim, these communities
have rich culture and tradition
which will be preserved and
promoted through research
works and other intellectual
engagement.

Respected fellow
Sikkimese

Taking into consideration
the genuine demand of the old
settlers in Sikkim, state
Government has notified various
benefits which will accrue to the
Residential Certificate holders.
This Notification has been
issued under Notification No. 23/
HOME/2015 dated 15.05.2015
as amended.

The Residential Certificate
holders will be entitled to the
following benefits henceforth:

1. Ration Card.
2. Trade Licence in

Municipality and Nagar
Panchayat jurisdiction.

3. Purchase/lease of
immovable property in
Municipality and Nagar
Panchayat jurisdiction with the
prior approval of the State
Government.

4. Taxi Permits for BPL
Residential Certificate holders.

5. Driving Licence (NT/T).
6. Admission in

Government Educational
Institutions.

7. Free Books, Uniforms
and Midday Meals in
Government Schools for BPL
Residential Certificate holders.

8. Exemption of College
Fees in Government Colleges
for BPL Residential Certificate
holders.

9. Free medical services
in Government Hospitals for BPL
Residential Certificate holders.

10. Other Social Welfare
Schemes as per fulfilment of
scheme specific eligibility for
BPL Residential Certificate
holders.

However, while sufficient
facilities have been extended to
the RC holders in the State, I
must make it clear that all
business opportunities including
Government jobs in the State will
be for Sikkim Subject holders
and their descendants. The
trade licensees in the bazaar
areas/towns and villages must
not be sub-let to outsiders. All
benefits must accrue to the
locals.

The State of Sikkim has
always been an oasis of peace
and tranquillity. People have
lived in total communal harmony.
The peaceful atmosphere, the
friendly nature of the Sikkimese
people, political stability and
efficient governance in the State
has attracted host of people
seeking employment in the
State.

The demand for labour is
high in the State due to the rapid
development taking place in
Sikkim. The people are working
in road and building

construction, pharmaceuticals,
factories and in other allied
works thereby contributing to the
progress of the State. So far, the
State has not witnessed any
major labour unrest and lock
outs.

In order to protect and
extend welfare measures to the
working class people, many
labour laws are in force in the
State so that none of the worker
is discriminated against.
Recently, our Government has
approved the Sikkim Labour
Protection (Amendment) Rules
2018 which will come into force
shortly. Additionally, they will be
entitled to the following facilities:
-

1. To provide for to and fro
conveyance to the workers/
labourers from prescribed
assembly points to the place of
work or grant conveyance
allowance to the workers/
labourers.

2. In-house Skill
Development Programme to
enhance the skills of interested
and eligible workers/labourers
from time to time to enable
them to get satisfactory career
progression.

3. To provide Annual
Increments to workers/labourers
based on their performance
parameters.

4. To provide paid 10 days’
Casual Leave to workers/
labourers in a Calendar Year etc.

5. To employ 90 % local
Sikkimese preferentially except
for some specialized posts
where local manpower is
unavailable

6. To constitute Grievance
Redressal Committee

While ensuring 100 %
employment to only Sikkim
Subject holders in the
government sector, provision has
been made for recruitment and
filling of 90 % of job vacancy in
all non-governmental sectors
from among the Sikkim Subject
holders on compulsory basis.

Social Justice and
Empowerment

The empowerment of
women in the State is a subject
of top priority. The Government
of Sikkim has ensured social
justice to all sections of the
society which has contributed to
the peace and harmony within
the various communities in the
State. Positive policy and pro-
poor initiatives has been adopted
to cover the weaker section with
focus on the marginalised
section like differently–abled
persons, old aged persons, SCs
and STs, children and women.

50% reservation has been
provided to women in panchayat
and urban local bodies. The
existing 30% reservation to
women in Government
employment shall be increased
to 33%. Necessary legal
framework has been created to
ensure protection of the rights
of women. Sikkim State
Commission for Women and
Sikkim Commission for
Protection of Child Rights and
Social Welfare Board are active
and operational in the State.

The Government has
enacted Protection of Women
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from Domestic Violence Act
2005 and provision of sexual
harassment of women at work
place (Prevention, Prohibition
and Redressal) Act, 2013 which
provides legal support to prevent
exploitation of women in homes
and as well as at work place.

The Widow Remarriage
Scheme, the State Resource
Centre for Women and
establishment of Family
Counselling Centre are all aimed
at empowerment and betterment
of women.

There has been
perceptible change in the
condition of women in the last
24 years of the Government.
Political empowerment, social
equity and economic upliftment
have resulted in visible
transformation in the condition
of women in the State.

Respected fellow
Sikkimese citizens

Recently the State
Government completed the 32-
day Jan Sampark Abhiyan all
over the State. During the course
of this massive exercise,
different announcements have
been made Constituency wise.
Some of the announcements
made are as under: -

1. A consolidated  ̀   1,000
crores has been sanctioned for
undertaking various
developmental works as
announced and sanctioned
during the 32 Constituency tour.

2. Sikkim in India has the
highest density of road
networks. In fact, the total length
of road has increased by many
folds from over 1800 km in 1994
to over 9000 km today. An
additional 1100 km of new fair
weather roads shall be
constructed to connect all left-
out villages.

3. The State Government
has made in-principle approval
and already sanctioned many of
the following: school
upgradation; upgradation of
PHSC to PHC; establishment of
new PHSC; Protective & Jhora
training works; repair and
upgradation of infrastructure;
minor irrigation cannels; new
rural water supply schemes,
electricity coverage in left-out
villages, upgradation of
transformers; construction of
gumpas, mandir, churches,
manghim, crematorium sheds,
community centres, samaj
ghars, club houses,
playgrounds, school buildings
etc.

4. I am also pleased to
announce that development work
costing upto 2 crores shall be
put to tender process at the
Gram Panchayat level and work
allotted to local contractors
themselves at the grass root
level.

5. The State Government
has decided to provide
employment to at least one
member on MR or Adhoc basis
to any family without any
government job.

6. The State Government
has decided to regularize all MR
and Adhoc employees who have

put in five and more than five
years of continuous service in
the State Government

7. Any CoI holder
Sikkimese woman MR/Adhoc
employee who may have been
married to person outside the
State shall also be regularized
in the State Government.

8.  I am happy to further
announce that Sikkimese
students undergoing hotel
management courses at
Institute of Hotel Management,
Sajong Rumtek shall also be
exempted from paying any fees
from the new session;

9. I am also pleased to
announce Annual Grants of ̀   20
lakhs and  ` 10 lakhs to Grade
A and Grade B categories of
Sports Associations, and ` 10
lakhs and ̀   5 lakhs respectively
to Music Clubs and Literary
Associations to take up various
related activities and hold events
on regular basis.

10. As part of the loan
recovery drive and to provide
fiscal relief to the beneficiaries,
I am pleased to announce the
following incentives for persons
who have availed loan under the
CM Self Employment Scheme
in the past:

(a)Persons availing loan
amount of  ` 50,000 and less
will be exempted from paying of
the loan amount and their loan
amount waived off;

(b)Persons availing loan
amount of more than ` 50,000
shall be given special 50%
rebate on the principal amount
plus interest if he/she would
repay the loan within the next
60 days;

(c)Loanee/s who have
since been absorbed in
government service shall be
given special window to clear the
principal loan amount within 60
days without any interest

11.The State Government
has mooted proposal for
appointment of Grievance
Surveyor in each ward in every
village. He/she will reach out to
the door step of each and every
household to listen to
grievances and note down other
requirements. The same
information would be shared
with the Departments through
respective Block Development
Officers for further consideration
and sanction.

Respected fellow
Sikkimese citizens

Sikkim is the only State in
India in which basic minimum
needs of people have been fully
addressed. Basic infrastructure
requirement cutting across
sectors have also been fulfilled.

When we talk about the
development saga of the Sikkim
state, it is necessary to remind
that in spite of being a sensitive
border state, we have complete
peace and Sikkim is the most
peaceful State of the Country.
Although part of the larger North
East fraternity, we have fully
protected the State and which
is free from any insurgency.
Amidst the raging Maoist
movement in the neighbouring
country of Nepal, we again kept
Sikkim fully protected from any
possible influence whatsoever.

All through the 24 years of
our governance and during the

Gorkhaland agitation in the
neighbouring Darjeeling district
of West Bengal, the SDF
Government was able to keep
our people safe, secure and
protected without single loss of
life and properties in Sikkim.

In Sikkim, during our 24
years of people’s governance,
we have always promoted a
harmonious society without any
discord and animosity among
people due to respective castes
and religions and not a single
case of desecration of religious
centres like mandirs, gumpas,
churches etc. And no single life
was lost due to religious
difference and disturbances
caused owing to people’s faiths
and beliefs. This we consider the
greatest of our achievements
and our contribution towards
world peace and harmony.

Fellow Sikkimese
citizens

The last 24 years of
governance in Sikkim has not
only been full of unprecedented
people friendly policy
interventions but has also left an
indelible imprint on the
contemporary national and
international socio-political
canvas. Sikkim has earned its

name not only in India but
internationally.

According to the United
Nations, there is no other
country or state in the world after
World War II to record steepest
fall in poverty level as quickly as
Sikkim has done. It came down
from 30.9 percent in 2004-05 to
8.19 % in 2011-12, a decline of
22 percentage points due to our
inclusive and equitable
development of the State. Having
freed Sikkim from extreme
poverty, we are working to
achieve our goal of becoming the
first poverty-free State of India.

The GSDP growth of
Sikkim has been very positive
over the decades touching an
impressive 22.8 percent in 2013-
14.

Life expectancy of people
in Sikkim has significantly gone
up from the average 62.7 years
in 1990 to 73.15 years in 2016
as per findings published by the
Indian Council of Medical
Research, Public Health
Foundation of India and the
Institute for Health Metrics and
Evaluation.

In terms of improvement in
quality of life, Sikkim is Number
One State in India. People enjoy

unhampered peace and
security. We have always
adopted people friendly policy
initiatives which has brought
about international recognition
and accolades for our beautiful
State. Qualitative and innovative
development with human
development is the focus.

As I conclude, let me
remind that the vision of the
State Government is to
transform the State into a fully
self-reliant and self-sufficient
entity at the same time to make
Sikkim prosperous and
progressive so that the people
can live a full life with dignity and
freedom.

On this joyous and happy
occasion, let us once again
march ahead to fulfil our goals
based on sustainable
development policies for the
benefit of the people of Sikkim.
Let us remain united and let us
rededicate ourselves to further
peace and tranquillity and to
ensure that the State continue
to grow further to become a
model of sustainability,
innovation and out-of-box global
example of peace and progress.

Thank You
JAI HIND

Programme for Independence Day Celebration

Venue : Paljor Stadium
0830 hrs. – Arrival of Guests
0840 hrs. – Parade formation
0900 hrs. – Arrival of  Hon’ble Chief Minister of Sikkim.

Chief Secretary & DGP will receive the Hon’ble Chief Minister &
conduct to the saluting base.
Flag hoisting by the Hon’ble Chief Minister
National Anthem
March past by ITBP, SSB, SAP,2nd IRBn, 3rd IRBn, Sikkim Police
(Male Platoon), Sikkim Police (Female Platoon), Sikkim Home
Guards and Civil Defence, NCC (Sikkim Govt. College), TNA (Bharat
Scouts & Guides), Enchey SSS, Paljor Namgyal Girls SSS, Tashi
Namgyal Academy (School Contingent), Tadong SSS, Modern SSS,
Tashi Namgyal SSS, Deorali Girls SSS, Bojoghari SSS, All Girls
Band(West Point SSS), Army Band and Sikkim Police Pipe/Brass
Band.

0930 hrs. - Presentation of Police Medals - Home Department
State Meritorious Service Awards
Felicitation & Awards to AISSE and AISSCE - HRDD
Class X & XII Board Examination Toppers
Presentation of Certificate of Appreciation to
the field functionaries for transfer of technology  -    Food Security &
to the farmers   Agr.Dev. Deptt. &
Presentation of Certificate of Excellence & token    Horticulture &
Money of ` 10,000/- each to the 22 nos. of   CCD Deptt.
Awardee farmers for their excellent contribution
in the field of Agriculture, Floriculture and Horticulture.

1025 hrs. Release of Books
i. Faith Healers of Sikkim – Traditon, Legends & Rituals
ii. Remember the name: SIKKIM: India’s First Organic State   IPR
iii. Sikkim Tourism Policy 2018         - Tourism & C.A. Deptt.

1030 hrs. -  Declaration of State of Sikkim as Fully Literate by HRDD
1035 hrs. - Address by the Hon’ble Chief Minister
1140 hrs. - Three cheers for “Bharat Mata”, Parade peels off

Band Display by All Girls Band, West Point SSS
Band display by Army
Band display Sikkim Police Brass Band

1155 hrs  - Integration Dance - Culture Department
Patriotic Dance by Students of Army Public School    -Army Public School

1215 hrs. BREAK (55 minutes)
1310 hrs. Arrival of Guests
1320 hrs. Arrival of the Hon’ble Chief Minister
1325 hrs. Arrival of the Hon’ble Governor of Sikkim
1330 hrs. Kick-off of Independence Day Football Tournament:

Chogyal Sir Tashi Namgyal Memorial Cup
1645 hrs. At home function, Raj Bhawan
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